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The summer of 2019 was the biggest season of cricket in living memory.   With the men's 

and women's Ashes series and the ICC World Cup all taking place, and some of the most 

exciting action you could wish for, it was an incredible few months of sport.   Following 

every match from start to finish was the team from Test Match Special who had the best 

seat in the house to commentate on every ball. 

Now in TEST MATCH SPECIAL DIARY, Aggers and the rest of the crew, including Michael 

Vaughan, Phil Tufnell, Simon Mann, Isa Guha and Alison Mitchell, take you behind the 

scenes to the heart of the action as they relive all the key moments.... 

 The drama of the Super Over in England's World Cup victory  

 Ben Stokes's match-winning innings to save the Ashes at Headingley 

 Overnight watchman Jack Leach’s stoic innings in the Ireland Test 

 The emergence of England’s Jofra Archer as a world-class bowler 

 The brilliance of Steve Smith with the bat  

 The dominance of Australia’s Elysse Perry in the women’s game 

Find out how the team coped in the commentary box as the excitement mounted?   Who 

offered to run naked round St John’s Wood if Steve Smith scored a duck?  What were the 

bloopers that had them in stitches?   Which member of the Royal Family sent a cake?  

Filled with contributions from all the TMS regulars, special guest stars including Stephen Fry 

and England rugby coach, Eddie Jones, obscure cricketing trivia, and even a recipe for Jim 

Maxwell’s chicken curry, TEST MATCH SPECIAL DIARY, is packed with all the favourite TMS 

ingredients - a brilliant and compelling account of a memorable summer.  

Jon Surtees, who worked with the TMS team to write the book, is a cricket writer who has 

previously written for Wisden.  Jon and members of the TMS team are available for interview. 
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